The 23.5” Pronto

Banner Stand

23.5” Overall Setup width
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**Place a guide .5”
down from the top of the
document. The top .5”
will be hidden by the
top profile

92”
Overall
Setup
Height

When designing graphic,
keep all text and
important graphics 1”
from all sides of design.

**Place a guide 5 inches from the
bottom here. This will not be seen and
is for the feed into the base
of the stand. Extend a bleed.

Steps to setup the Pronto Banner Stand

23.5” Pronto Banner Stand.
Viewable Graphic area when the stand is completed is 23.5” x 86.5”.
Step 1- Set your document size to 23.5” x 92” or at a proportional size.
ex. half size setup= 11.75” x 46” quarter size setup= 5.875” x 232”
Step 2- Extend .5” bleed to the left, right, & top of the document.
Step 3- Make a guide .5” from the top- this area will be hidden by the top profile.
Now make a guide 5” up from the bottom of your document layout.
This will insure that there is enough paper feed at the bottom to
install into the Banner Stand. Extend a bleed.
Step 4- For best quality we suggest that picture resolution be set to:
150 DPI final size, 300 DPI half size or 600 DPI quarter size.
				
***We do have quark & InDesign templates available***
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The 33.5” Pronto

Banner Stand

33.5” Overall Setup width
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**Place a guide .5”
down from the top of the
document. The top .5”
will be hidden by the
top profile

92”
Overall
Setup
Height

When designing graphic,
keep all text and
important graphics 1”
from all sides of design.

**Place a guide 5 inches from the
bottom here. This will not be seen and
is for the feed into the base
of the stand. Extend a bleed.

Steps to setup the Pronto Banner Stand

33.5” Pronto Banner Stand.
Viewable Graphic area when the stand is completed is 33.5” x 86.5”.
Step 1- Set your document size to 33.5” x 92” or at a proportional size.
ex. half size setup= 16.75” x 46” quarter size setup= 8.375” x 232”
Step 2- Extend .5” bleed to the left, right, & top of the document.
Step 3- Make a guide .5” from the top- this area will be hidden by the top profile.
Now make a guide 5” up from the bottom of your document layout.
This will insure that there is enough paper feed at the bottom to
install into the Banner Stand. Extend a bleed.
Step 4- For best quality we suggest that picture resolution be set to:
150 DPI final size, 300 DPI half size or 600 DPI quarter size.
				
***We do have quark & InDesign templates available***
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The 39.37” Pronto

Banner Stand

39.37” Overall Setup width
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**Place a guide .5”
down from the top of the
document. The top .5”
will be hidden by the
top profile

92”
Overall
Setup
Height

When designing graphic,
keep all text and
important graphics 1”
from all sides of design.

**Place a guide 5 inches from the
bottom here. This will not be seen and
is for the feed into the base
of the stand. Extend a bleed.

Steps to setup the Pronto Banner Stand

39.37” Pronto Banner Stand.
Viewable Graphic area when the stand is completed is 39.37” x 86.5”.
Step 1- Set your document size to 39.37” x 92” or at a proportional size.
ex. half size setup= 19.685” x 46” quarter size setup=9.8425” x 232”
Step 2- Extend .5” bleed to the left, right, & top of the document.
Step 3- Make a guide .5” from the top- this area will be hidden by the top profile.
Now make a guide 5” up from the bottom of your document layout.
This will insure that there is enough paper feed at the bottom to
install into the Banner Stand. Extend a bleed.
Step 4- For best quality we suggest that picture resolution be set to:
150 DPI final size, 300 DPI half size or 600 DPI quarter size.
				
***We do have quark & InDesign templates available***
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The 47.25” Pronto

Banner Stand

47” Overall Setup width
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**Place a guide .5”
down from the top of the
document. The top .5”
will be hidden by the
top profile

92”
Overall
Setup
Height

When designing graphic,
keep all text and
important graphics 1”
from all sides of design.

**Place a guide 5 inches from the
bottom here. This will not be seen and
is for the feed into the base
of the stand. Extend a bleed.

Steps to setup the Pronto Banner Stand

47.25” Pronto Banner Stand.
Viewable Graphic area when the stand is completed is 47” x 86.5”.
Step 1- Set your document size to 47” x 92” or at a proportional size.
ex. half size setup= 23.5” x 46” quarter size setup= 11.75” x 232”
Step 2- Extend .5” bleed to the left, right, & top of the document.
Step 3- Make a guide .5” from the top- this area will be hidden by the top profile.
Now make a guide 5” up from the bottom of your document layout.
This will insure that there is enough paper feed at the bottom to
install into the Banner Stand. Extend a bleed.
Step 4- For best quality we suggest that picture resolution be set to:
150 DPI final size, 300 DPI half size or 600 DPI quarter size.
				
***We do have quark & InDesign templates available***
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